
Zukünftiges Bauen für 

Arbeiten und Wohnen in 

Stadt und Land

Future construction 

for working and 

living in the city and 

the countryside



FOR A LONG TIME, MIGRATION KNEW ONLY ONE DIRECTION:

From the country to the city. Many a village is struggling with 

obsolescence and vacancies. But in the cities, the cost of living is 

skyrocketing - and the pandemic has given a boost to the home 

office. Will more people move to the countryside again? What 

opportunities are there to revitalize places? Or will the trend 

toward urbanization continue? If so, how must cities transform to 

provide a livable environment for their residents? 

OBJECTIVE SETTING:

The future does not fall from the sky. The future develops from 

today. That's why it's important to use the "Zukunftskongress" to 

provide impetus that opens people's minds, pushes boundaries 

and encourages new thinking. They present lighthouse projects 

and concepts that touch on the profession of interior designers 

and architects and/or their interfaces.

TARGET GROUPS

Architects and interior designers

2. Zukunftskongress
December 1, 2022 in Stuttgart

Costs

8.000 Euro



ORGANIZATION

+ Invitation management (conception, dispatch, processing)

+ Organization, implementation and quality assurance

+ Registrations with confirmation of registrations

MEDIA CAMPAIGN

+ Logo of the companies will be integrated on the registration page

+ Integration in the editorial newsletters

+ Banner campaign on all architecture websites

+ Promotion through exclusive newsletters to 54,000 recipients

Print and online advertising campaign

Extras for sponsors

+ Table for your company in the foyer for information material and 

conversations 

+ Video interview with a person from your company 

+ Raffle with questions about the sponsors

+ Extensive invitation campaign with your logo and integration of a text-

image ad

+ 3 free tickets for the congress

+ Preparation of participant addresses for you

+ Lead generation

+ Networking

+ Brand strengthening

+ Addressing the right target group

Advantages and benefits

MEDIA BRANDS online

+ arcguide.de

+ bba-online.de

+ db-bauzeitung.de

+ md-mag.com



+ Architect and DGNB President Amandus Samsøe Sattler will deliver the 

keynote address on perspectives for building, living and working in 

urban and rural areas.

+ Andreas Hofer, curator of iba 27, reports on the urban development 

challenges in Stuttgart and the region and provides insight into the 

award process.

+ With the office building "Bienvenüe" in Paris, Atelier du Pont answer 

current questions of urban planning: dealing with gaps between 

buildings, timber construction potentials, green in the city. The best 

practice of an attractive working environment, for which the home office 

is no competition. 

+ Martin Jasper is responsible for the spectacular transformation of "UP! 

Berlin" from a department store to offices. He provides a behind-the-

scenes look at the design inside and out and explores the intersection 

of structural engineering and interior design. Werner Aisslinger is also 

on board.

+ With the "Alter Weinlager", Lillit Bollinger has created a non-conformist, 

original residential building in an existing building. Her design is 

controversial. In her lecture, she provides insights into how she 

succeeded in infecting a conservative environment with her courage. 

+ Ludescher Lutz report on the buildings they have revitalized and 

converted over the years in Dornbirn for a family of clients. Over the 

years, their architecture has increasingly left its mark on the place.

+ Anna Heringer provides insight into how she identifies local resources in 

her international projects and wins the community over to her ideas.

Provisional program

and in 

livestream

Thursday, 01.12.2022 
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MARGARETE WERDERMANN

margarete.werdermann@konradin.de

+49 711 7594-364

Contact me!


